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DWELLING SIZE POLICY 

Residential developments must provide a mix of dwelling sizes (market and 

affordable) that reflect the following requirements: 

• 1-bed dwellings:  At least 20% of all dwellings 

• 2-bed dwellings:  At least 40% of all dwellings 

• 3-bed dwellings:  At least 20% of all dwellings 

• 4 & 4+-bed dwellings: Not more than 10% of all dwellings 

  



Overall assessment of sustainability 

Police House Field (HKNP002) GREEN 

The site is suitable for a small development scheme but would not have the potential 

to provide any on-site affordable housing. 

Constance Wood (HKNP003) AMBER 

On the basis that new green space and community facilities are provided on site, this 

site has good potential. However, the requirement for site HKNP 025 to be allocated 

in order for vehicular access to be provided is a constraint. Furthermore, the capacity 

of Hamsland to accommodate additional vehicular traffic may restrict the level of 

growth that could be achieved on the two sites. 

Old Rectory (HKNP012) GREEN 

If only the southern part of the site was developed then the site could make 

considerable contributions towards addressing the needs of the community. 

Significant landscaping would be required on the northern boundary to mitigate any 

potential impact the development would have. 

Jeffreys Farm Buildings (HKNP013) (SHLAA 68) AMBER 

The site on its own is poorly related to the village and the impact on the landscape 

and views is a possible issue. If developed along with HKNP 017, and if the southern 

half of the site is left open for public green open space and possibly community uses 

then it has much better potential. However, HKNP 017 has an issue relating to a 

covenant which would mean it would be unlikely to come forward. The site is 

therefore only likely to have potnetial for a limited number of dwellings. 

Land south of St. Stephens Church (HKNP025) GREEN 

The site provides good potential to address the housing needs of the community 

whilst also providing some open space and possibly some community facilities. Its 

location on the edge of the village would need careful design to miniimise the visial 

impacts. The main issue is the capacity of Hamsland to accommodate the additional 

vehicular traffic that may be created. This may serve to slightly reduce the levels of 

development that could be accommodated. 

Land west of Waterbury Hill (HKNP026) RED 

Whilst the site could contribute towards addressing the housing needs of Horsted 

Keynes, it is separate from the existing built up area of the village and has little or no 

prospect of providing safe pedestrian access into the centre of the village. 

Land adjacent to Bluebell Railway Station (HKNP027) RED 

Whilst the site is large enough to contribute towards addressing the housing needs of 

Horsted Keynes, it is well away from the built-up area of the village and is considered 

to represent an unsustainable development. 



Abbeyfield, Westall House (HKNP028) AMBER 

The site is small but has been proposed as a location for extra care accommodation 

for older people (as an extension of the existing care home). Whilst the site would not 

have footpath access into the village it is unlikely that many of the residents would 

look to walk into the village anyway. 

Land north of farm buildings, Jeffreys Farm (HKNP014) RED 

The site on its own is not well related to the village and impact on the landscape and 

views could be a possible issue. If developed along with HKNP 017, then it has good 

potential, provided improved pedestrian access is provided across Sugar Lane. 

However, HKNP 017 has an issue relating to a covenant which would mean it would 

be unlikely to come forward. 

Sugar Lane Field, Jeffreys Farm (HKNP016) RED 

The site on its own is not well related to the village and impact on the landscape 

could be a possible issue. If developed along with HKNP 017, then it has good 

potential, provided improved pedestrian access is provided across Sugar Lane. 

However, HKNP 017 has an issue relating to a covenant which would mean it would 

be unlikely to come forward. 

Front Field, Jeffreys Farm (HKNP017) RED 

The covenant on the site means that it could only be allocated for formal recreation 

space, along with a pavilion/changing rooms. There is no potential for residential 

development on the site. 

  



Police House Field (HKNP002; SHLAA 216) 

WSCC Highways ‘High Level’ Assessment (17th February) 

There are no in-principle issues with this proposal and it is possible that this site has 
been investigated for development in the past.  The only matter we would raise at 

this stage is the location of the suggested access that we would suggest needs to be 
at the western end of the site.  There is otherwise a risk of difficulties with achieving 

sufficient visibility to the east due to the carriageway alignment. 

WSCC Highways ‘Visual’ Assessment (1st July) 

1 sketch provided & Mid Sussex site assessment (see below) 

1. Unclear where vehicle access will be, but should be as close to the Western 
boundary away from the mature Oak tree as possible. 

2. There are no highway gullies along this section of road so surface water run-off 
must be minimal. 

3. Assume Vehicle Cross-Over (VCO) used to gain access to individual plots, not a 
Bellmouth. 

MSDC Assessment (see below)  



Police House Field (HKNP002) – opposite Lucas 

 

  



MSDC Assessment - Police House Field (HKNP002; SHLAA 216) 

 



Constance Wood (HKNP003; SHLAA 183) 

WSCC Highways ‘Visual’ Assessment (1st July) 

2 sketches provided & Mid Sussex site assessment (see below) 

1. Sub-station not shown on original plan, may affect visibility and access. 

2. Layout of access dependent on the number of properties (Vehicle Crossover or 

Bellmouth) which will require good visibility due to on-street parking on opposite 
side of road. 

3. Mature trees along western boundary of access, may affect visibility. 

4. High demand for on-street parking. 

MSDC Assessment (see below) 

  



Constance Wood (HKNP003) entry from Hamsland (sketch #1 of #2) 

 

 

 

  



Constance Wood (HKNP003) entry from Hamsland (sketch #2 of #2) 

 

 

  



MSDC Assessment - Constance Wood (HKNP003; SHLAA 183) 

 



Old Rectory (HKNP012) 

WSCC Highways ‘High Level’ Assessment (17th February) 

2 sketches provided (see below) 

The potential quantum of development is noted. The site is accessed along what are 

in places narrow lanes with no specific pedestrian facilities. The carriageway widths 

and alignments would act to restrict vehicle speeds. It is noted that there are already 

a number of dwellings accessed along the lane and that residents have to walk in the 

carriageway. This proposal would generate additional vehicle and pedestrian 

movements, although speeds would remain low. A key matter would be the provision 

of facilities for pedestrians from both existing and future developments. It would 

appear that a pedestrian route could be provided within the site. This would 

seemingly only really benefit future residents, however, with existing residents having 

to walk in the carriageway with additional development traffic. There are sections of 

carriageway that are narrow with limited forward visibility. This proposal has the 

potential to increase the risk to pedestrians. The off-road route proposed also 

discharges pedestrian onto a very narrow section of Church Lane with steep 

embankments. Whilst apparently lightly trafficked, there is still a potential issue for 

conflict between pedestrians and vehicles. 

If this site were to be taken forward, greater consideration would need to be given to 
providing for pedestrians on the existing narrow lanes. 

WSCC Highways ‘Visual’ Assessment (1st July) 

1. Surface water runoff from the development area will need to be kept to a 

minimum as the capacity of the drainage system under the road is unlikely to have 
any spare capacity. 

2. Visibility looking South from the existing access is limited and can’t be increased 
without purchasing additional land. 

3. Mismatch between the highway boundary and edge of development. 

4. High demand for on-street parking. 

5. Limited pedestrian facilities in the area. 

6. Narrow roads and difficult turning manoeuvres. 

  



Old Rectory (HKNP012) entry from Church Lane (sketch #1 of #2) 

 

 



Old Rectory (HKNP012) entry from Church Lane (sketch #2 of #2) 

 

  



Sugar Lane Field (HKNP016) 

WSCC Highways ‘Visual’ Assessment (1st July) 

2 sketches provided (see below) 

1. Existing access has limited visibility and limited scope to improve it without 
purchasing additional land. 

2. Suggest moving access northwards to between existing mature trees to reduce 
impact on vegetation and allow full standard visibility splays to be incorporated 

into the design. 

  



Sugar Lane Field (HKNP016) (sketch #1 of #2) 

 

 
 



Sugar Lane Field (HKNP016) (sketch #2 of #2) 

 

  



Land south of St. Stephens Church (HKNP025; 

SHLAA 184) 

WSCC Highways ‘Visual’ Assessment (1st July) 

2 sketches provided (see below) 

1. Sub-station not shown on original plan, may affect visibility and access. 

2. Layout of access dependent on the number of properties (Vehicle Crossover or 

Bellmouth) which will require good visibility due to on-street parking on opposite 
side of road. 

3. Mature trees along western boundary of access, may affect visibility. 

4. High demand for on-street parking. 

MSDC Assessment (see below) 

  



Land south of St. Stephens Church (HKNP025) entry from Hamsland (sketch 

#1 of #2) 

 

 

 

  



Land south of St. Stephens Church (HKNP025) entry from Hamsland (sketch 

#2 of #2) 

 

 

  



MSDC Assessment - Land south of St. Stephens Church 

(HKNP025; SHLAA 184) 

 



MSDC Assessment – Sugar Lane Field, Jeffreys Farm (HKNP016; 

SHLAA 69) 

 



Abbeyfield, Westall House (HKNP028) 

Existing access on Birch Grove Road. 

Final phase of development. 

 

  



MSDC Assessment – Farm Buildings, Jeffreys Fram (HKNP013; 

SHLAA 68) 

 

Reason for exclusion: Current site boundary is unlikely to yield more than 6 units 

which is below the assessment threshold, Site excluded in accordance with the 

methodology (2015, paragraph 3.13). 

 

  



 

MSDC Assessment – Front Field, Jeffreys Fram (HKNP017; SHLAA 

70) 

 



VISION 

In 2031 Horsted Keynes remains an attractive rural village, centred on the 

existing village green, providing a safe and convenient environment for the whole 

population.  The village and its surroundings attract visitors from all over the 

region who contribute significantly to the ongoing viability of the community 

assets. 

General economic development has resulted in a demand for additional 

accommodation throughout the region.  The arrival of fast broadband and good 

mobile telephone reception has allowed the development of new businesses within 

the parish and increased the amount of home working undertaken.  New housing 

has comprised mainly more affordable small and medium sized family properties, 

generally on developments beyond the current village boundaries. The addition of 

new families has offset the tendency towards an ageing population and 

maintained the demographic balance in line with that of the region as a whole. 

The increased population has improved the viability of the consumer businesses 

within the village, enabling the retention or reinstatement of all the facilities 

available in 2014 (shop, post office and pubs) and the establishment of a new 

small, non-licensed, café.  Just outside the village centre the Bluebell railway now 

links to both East Grinstead and Haywards Heath and remains a major tourist 

attraction. 

St Giles School has continued to thrive and the increased village population has 

resulted in a significant rise in the school roll, the majority of whom are resident 

within the parish. The village churches, St Giles and St Stephens, remain 

important institutions catering for the spiritual needs of the community. 

All existing sports and other green spaces within the village have been retained 

and supplemented by additional areas within the new residential developments, 

including a community orchard, community garden, meadowland areas and new 

allotments. Developer contributions have also enabled the improvement of 

existing footpaths and recreational areas, including a new and extended children’s 

playground and the provision of outdoor gym equipment for adults. 

The village is enjoying the benefits of renewable energy generation systems 

including both those installed as part of the new housing developments and 

independent community sponsored schemes both within and close to the parish. 

The village has retained its bus service and some road improvements and traffic 

management measures have been installed to regulate on-street parking and 

improve road safety. The new residential developments have been sited where 

possible to minimise additional through traffic, and sufficient parking has been 

provided within these areas to avoid the generation of significant additional 

parking within the existing village. 

  



OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan as identified through engagement with the 

community are as follows: 

1. Conserve and enhance the environment of the village in order to maintain its distinct 

rural identity and outstanding landscape setting. 

2. Maintain and enhance existing and establish new local services and facilities. 

3. Increase the population and meet their housing needs over the planned period with 

emphasis on housing that addresses the needs of younger people and families to 

help maintain the village age profile. 

4. Support local businesses and provide enhanced employment opportunities within the 

parish including home working. 

5. Maximise use of the local bus service to improve its viability. 

6. Minimise the impact of road traffic on the village through the provision of limited 

traffic calming and adequate parking in any new developments. 

7. Minimise the adverse environmental effects of new development and provide energy 

reduction and sustainable energy opportunities for the whole village. 

 


